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1. INTRODUCTION1 
 

Southeast Asia has been home to several dramatic transitions to democracy. In the 

Philippines the EDSA revolution brought down the government of Ferdinand Marcos and restored 

democracy after 14 years of dictatorship. More than a decade before EDSA a similar show of mass-

discontent with authoritarian government brought down Thailand’s military regime. While this 

particular democratic experiment was short-lived—military forces seized power again in 1976—the 

events of October 1973 signaled the end of long-lived military governments in Thailand. Elections 

returned in 1979, beginning a more gradual transition to democracy over the next two-and-a-half 

decades.2 In neighboring Cambodia, that country’s warring factions finally agreed to a UN brokered 

ceasefire and peace plan in October 1991. Despite threats from the still powerful Khmer Rouge 90 

percent of eligible voters turned out to cast their vote in UN-organized elections in 1993, handing a 

surprise victory to the FUNCINPEC party and an electoral defeat to the Cambodian People’s Party 

which had been in power in Cambodia since the fall of the Khmer Rouge. Finally, after decades in 

power Suharto was forced to step down as the President of Indonesia in 1998 in the wake of 

massive protests on the streets of Jakarta and demands from protestors, politicians, and parties that 

he step aside and allow a democratic political framework to be put in place. 

These dramatic events demonstrated a domestic demand for democratic institutions and 

procedures that surprised some long-time observers of Thailand, Indonesia, Cambodia, and the 

Philippines. And yet, while opinion polls consistently show that most citizens of these countries 

support the ideal of democracy, there is also a sense that democratic government has often fallen 

short of hopes and expectations. One consistent theme in criticisms of the way democracy operates 
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in these countries is the perceived shortcomings of political parties and the party system. Ironically, 

in the eyes of many people, political parties, the hallmark of modern democratic government, have 

become the biggest obstacles to democratic consolidation and effective governance.3  

 My purpose in this chapter is to survey the party systems in Southeast Asia, focusing on the 

ways in which various engineering and regulation strategies have shaped (or failed to shape) the 

development and evolution of the party system in each country. If we are searching for a laboratory 

in which to study party regulation and party development we would be hard pressed to find a region 

as suitable as Southeast Asia. First, all of the states in Southeast Asia could comfortably be classified 

as divided societies with a history of conflict. In the Philippines and Thailand conflict has taken the 

form of unrest and insurgency in these countries’ southern regions, where ethnic, religious, and 

language differences are a source of tension with the center. Cambodia is still recovering from three 

decades of civil war. Indonesia and Malaysia are societies divided by ethnic, religious, language, and 

regional cleavages that at times have given rise to violence. Even comparatively stable Singapore was 

home to ethnic riots and civil unrest in the not too distant past. Table 1 displays information on the 

ethnic and religious diversity for each of the seven Southeast Asian states discussed in this chapter. 
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Table 1: Ethnic and Religious Diversity 
 

 
Ethnic Diversity 

 
 Majority Largest 

Minority  
Second Largest 
Minority  

Other groups Ethnic 
Fraction-
alization 

Cambodia  Khmer 90% Vietnamese 5% Chinese 1%  .186 
East Timor NA NA NA NA NA 
Indonesia  Javanese 40.6% Sundanese 15% Madurese 3.3% Chinese 3-4%  .766 
Malaysia  Malay 50.4% Chinese 23.7% Indigenous 11% Indian 7.1% .596 
Philippines  Tagalog 28.1% Cebuano 13.1% Bisaya 7.6% Hiligaynon 

Ilonggo 7.5% 
Bikol 6%  
Waray 3.4% 

.161 

Singapore  Chinese 76.8% Malay 13.9% Indian 7.9%  .388 
Thailand Thai 75% Chinese 14% Malay 2% Khmer 2% .431 
 

 
Religious Diversity 

 Majority Largest Minority  Second Largest 
Minority  

Other groups 

Cambodia  Buddhist 95% Muslim 4%   
East 
Timor  

Roman Catholic 
98% 

Muslim 1% Protestant 1%  

Indonesia  Muslim 86.1% Christian 8.7% Hindu 18% Buddhist 1% 
Malaysia  Muslim 60.4% Buddhist 19.2% Christian 9.1% Hindu 6.3% 
Philippines  Christian 92.6% Muslim 5.1%   
Singapore  Buddhist 42.5% Muslim 14.9% Christian 14.6% Taoist 8.5% 

Hindu 4% 
Thailand  Buddhist 94.6% Muslim 4.6% Christian .7%  
Sources: CIA World Fact book https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/; 
Joel Selway “Turning Malays into Thai-Men: Nationalism, Ethnicity and Economic Inequality in 
Thailand.” Forthcoming. Southeast Research. The ethnic fractionalization measures, as the name 
suggests, measures the degree of ethnic fractionalization in a given country. The measure is bounded 
my 0 and 1 with higher numbers representing greater fractionaliation. The data come from Fearon, 
J. D. 2003. “Ethnic and Cultural Diversity by Country”, Journal of Economic Growth 8, 195-222. 
 

The region also provides interesting variation in terms of its political institutions, party 

systems, and the nature of regulation and reform efforts. At the macro level we see presidential 

democracies, (Indonesia and the Philippines), parliamentary systems (Thailand, Cambodia, Malaysia, 

Singapore), and hybrid regimes (East Timor). In terms of party systems the region contains 

dominant party semi-democracies (Singapore, Malaysia and Cambodia), multi-party democracies (the 
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Philippines, Indonesia, and until recently, Thailand), and single party states (Vietnam). We can also 

observe variation in the degree to which ethnic cleavages have given rise to ethnically-based political 

parties. While such parties are uncommon in most of the region Malaysia has had ethnically-based 

parties since before its independence. Finally, countries in the region have adopted a variety of 

reforms aimed at engineering certain outcomes in the party system, which have met with varying 

degrees of success. 

 I focus on political parties and the party system in seven of Southeast Asia’s eleven states. 

These include countries which have experienced relatively free and fair elections (the Philippines, 

East Timor, Indonesia since Suharto, and Thailand) as well as those countries where opposition 

parties are allowed to compete and win seats in regular elections but the electoral playing field is 

tilted heavily against the opposition (Singapore, Malaysia, and Cambodia).4 I do not include those 

polities were elections are not regularly held, or where autonomous opposition parties are banned 

outright (Vietnam, Myanmar, Brunei, Laos). Table 2 lists recent Polity and Freedom House scores 

for all eleven Southeast Asian States for comparatve purposes. 
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Table 2: Democracy in Southeast Asia 

 
 Polity2 Score 

2003 
(Scale: -10 to 10) 

Freedom House 
2005 

(Scale 7 to 1) 
Thailand 
 

9 
 

2  
(Free) 

Philippines 
 

8 
 

2  
(Free) 

Indonesia 
 

7 3  
(Partly Free) 

East Timor 6 3  
(Partly Free) 

Malaysia 
 

3 
 

4  
(Partly Free) 

Cambodia 
 

2 
 

6  
(Not Free) 

Singapore 
 

-2 
 

5  
(Partly Free) 

Brunei NA 6 
(Not Free) 

Laos -7 7 
(Not Free) 

Vietnam 
 

-7 
 

7  
(Not Free) 

Myanmar 
 

-7 
 

7  
(Not Free) 

Sources: Freedom House, Freedom in the World, 2005,  
http://www.freedomhouse.org/template.cfm?page=15&year=2006 (accessed March 
10, 2007). Jaggers, Keith and Ted Robert Gurr, POLITY IV: Regime Change and 
Political Authority, 1800-2003, 2006, http://www.cidcm.umd.edu/inscr/polity/. 
Note: The polity scale runs from -10 to 10, with higher scores representing higher 
levels of democracy. The Freedom House score runs from 1 to 7 with lower scores 
representing a higher degree of political rights. 

 
 The rest of the chapter proceeds as follows. I first review the role that parties and party 

systems play in modern democracies, highlighting the crucial part political parties play in conflict-

prone developing democracies. I briefly discuss the two major institutional design approaches 

relative to managing conflict in divided societies—the articulation approach (which underlies the 

consociational model) and the aggregation approach (which is the foundation of the centripetal 

model). I argue that for the most part Southeast Asian States have favored aggregative/centripetal 
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institutions and political parties—with a few notable exceptions. In the third section I discuss other 

dimensions of the party system that are germane to democratic stability in divided democracies but 

have been neglected in the debate between articulation and aggregation. Specifically, I focus on the 

degree to which the party system is “institutionalized.” I define party system institutionalization, 

discuss the degree to which Southeast Asia’s party systems are institutionalized, and analyze the 

extent to which the goal of party system institutionalization is in harmony (or conflict) with the goals 

of the articulation and aggregation models. The fourth section of the chapter asks whether we can 

realistically expect parties in new democracies to gradually and organically develop from the ground-

up. Arguing that we cannot, I discuss ways in which institutional designers in Southeast Asia have 

attempted to “engineer” certain types of parties and party systems through manipulation of 

constitutions, electoral rules, and party regulation. In the final section I briefly discuss examples of 

the unintended consequences of such engineering efforts. 

 
2. PARTIES AND PARTY SYSTEMS 
 

Political parties play vital roles in modern democracies as aggregators, mediators, and 

solutions to collective action problems. During elections political parties provide a means of 

aggregating, organizing, and coordinating voters, candidates, and donors. Within the legislature 

parties are vehicles for solving collective action problems and coordinating the behavior of 

legislative and executive actors. Political parties also provide a means for balancing local concerns 

with national interests and long-term priorities with short-term political demands. 

Political parties play an especially important role in the new and developing democracies. 

Indeed, the durability and success of democratic experiments often hinge on the health and strength 

of the democratic party system.5 Within developing democracies parties are often the most 

proximate and potent symbols of democracy to citizens and can either help build support for 
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democratic norms and institutions, or poison public attitudes towards the effectiveness and 

legitimacy of elected governments. Ultimately the distrust of political parties can undermine support 

for democracy. In addition, in the absence of strong parties and an effective party system there are 

may be greater opportunities for intervention by military cliques or charismatic figures.  Finally, 

political parties are crucial tools for managing the conflict and upheaval that are an unavoidable part 

of democratic transition and economic development. The need for an effective party system is 

especially acute in divided societies with a history of conflict. 

What kind of parties and what kind of party system produce the best chance of political 

stability, democratic consolidation, and good governance, particularly in conflict-prone societies? 

Briefly, there are two contending schools of thought that resonate with the broader debate between 

advocates of proportional institutions and advocates of majoritarian institutions (see also Bogaards’ 

chapter in this volume).6 The first, which we dub the articulation approach, argues that democracy 

works best when societal cleavages are acknowledged as fundamental to political life in a given 

polity. Institutions should be created that allows for the representation or articulation of all major 

interests in society. (This lies at the core of the model championed by Lijphart, dubbed the 

consociational or power sharing approach.)7 To maximize articulation states should adopt a 

proportional representation electoral system and allow for (or encourage) the creation of ethnically-

based political parties. Cooperation and accommodation then take place between party elites within 

the government.8 

A second approach contends that constructing a political system on a foundation of 

contentious societal cleavages is inherently unstable. Instead, the aggregative approach advocates 

moving the focus of politics away from societal cleavages by creating institutions that encourage 

moderation, cross-cleavage accommodation and cooperation. This is the foundation of centripetal 

model. 9 Two pillars of this approach are an electoral system that give candidates and voters 
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incentives to look beyond the confines of their particular groups,10 and a party system with broad-

based parties or party coalitions that transcend cleavage boundaries. 

The vast majority of Southeast Asian states have opted for institutions and regulations 

consistent with aggregative goals. The major exception is Malaysia between independence and 1969, 

which is cited by Lijphart as a model of consociational democracy.11 While the country’s 

majoritarian electoral system regularly produced a legislative majority for the ethnically-based United 

Malays National Organization (UMNO), UMNO did not govern alone. Instead, it entered into a tri-

party alliance with parties representing Malaysia’s two other largest ethnic groups, the Malayan 

Chinese Association (MCA) and the Malayan Indian Congress (MIC). The three members of the 

“Alliance” ran coordinated campaigns during elections and each took a share of cabinet seats in-

between elections. At the same time, UMNO was clearly the first among equals in the Alliance. The 

consociational elements of Malaysia’s political system were dealt a major blow when a sharp dip in 

the Alliance’s vote share in the 1969 elections triggered clashes between Malays and Chinese 

throughout Malaysia. In the wake of the violence a state of emergency was declared and 

parliamentary government was suspended. When elected government was finally restored in 1971 

Barisan Nasional (BN) had replaced the Alliance. While BN contained the same three core ethnic 

parties (UMNO, MCA, MIC) along with a number of smaller partiers, the veneer of power-sharing 

was largely gone. In this new alliance UMNO was clearly dominant and has remained so ever since. 

The pre-1969 Malaysia case is the closest we get to consociationalism in the region, though 

even this case is not without controversy.12 However, other states in the regions have used 

articulating instiutotns—namely, proportional representation (see Table 2). Cambodia, Indonesia, 

and the new East Timor system each rely on pure proportional representation to elect their 

legislatures. A handful of other states combine proportional and majoritarian rules in so-called 

mixed-member systems (Thailand, the Philippines, and the first East Timorese election).13  
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Yet even in the states that use proportional electoral rules there have been concerted efforts to limit 

the number of parties and reduce the partisan salience of social cleavages—consistent with a 

aggregative strategy. For example, Indonesia effectively bans regional or local parties from not just 

national elections, but from regional and local elections as well (more about this below). Other 

recent changes to Indonesian electoral rules have made it more difficult for smaller parties to 

compete.14 Similarly the move from a ‘largest remainder’ nationwide system to a ‘highest average’ 

provincially-based system in Cambodia harms the electoral chances of Cambodia’s smaller parties.15 

The new East Timorese system also uses the ‘highest average’ formula and includes an electoral 

threshold of 3 percent specifically designed to “prevent an excessive party pulverization.”16 

The desire to reduce political fragmentation, promote government stability, and reduce the 

salience of ethnic ties is also evident in the type of mixed member systems Southeast Asian 

reformers have adopted.17 Mixed-member systems consist of two tiers. The nominal tier is typically 

elected from single-member districts using the plurality rule while the list tier is elected from national 

(or regional) party lists using proportional representation. The higher the percentage of seats 

devoted to the PR list tier, the more proportional the outcome—e.g. the better the correspondence 

between votes casts and seats one. At the same time, large list tiers will also tend to inflate the 

number of parties and increase the chances that no single party will capture a majority. By contrast, a 

smaller list tier will tend to reduce the number of parties winning seats, but at the cost of greater 

disproportionality—i.e. larger parties will benefit at the expense of smaller parties.  

Another thing to consider is whether the two tiers are linked. In mixed-member majoritarian 

systems the distribution of seats in each tier occurs independently. In other words, the number of 

seats a party gets in each tier is not dependent on what happens in the other tier. Mixed-member 

majoritarian systems favor larger parties. Those parties that can mount an effective national 

campaign receive an electoral bonus, but this comes at the cost of greater disproportionality and 
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fewer seats for smaller parties. In mixed-member proportional systems a party’s share of list tier 

votes is used to determine its total number of seats in the legislature. In effect the list tier seats are 

used to correct for any disproportionality produced in the nominal tier elections. This has beneficial 

effects for representation, but at the cost of greater political fragmentation. Faced with these 

tradeoffs Thailand and the Philippines opted for reducing political fragmentation by keeping the list 

tier relatively small, and keeping the allocation of seats in each tier separate.18 (East Timor also used 

a mixed-member majoritarian system for its first election, but reserved a large number of seats for 

the list tier.) 

Table 3 displays summary information about the electoral and party systems for seven 

democracies and semi-democracies in Southeast Asia. As discussed above, most states in Southeast 

Asia have leaned toward aggregative principles of electoral design and party regulation. Looking first 

at electoral systems, only Cambodia, Indonesia, and now East Timor use pure PR—the rest of the 

region employs either majoritarian systems or mixed-member majoritarian systems. This is reflected 

in a modest effective number of parties (ENP) in most countries, with most having 2-3 parties, and 

governments in which the largest party controls close to a majority of the seats.19 The exceptions are 

2007 East Timor, Indonesia, which combines multiple cleavages with a very permissible electoral 

system, and pre-2001 Thailand, where the incentives for national party formation were very weak.20 

In these three countries ENP is quite high and the largest parties fail to secure even a third of the 

legislative seats. On the other hand, disproportionality in Indonesia, 2007 East Timor and pre-

reform Thailand is the lowest in the region.21 The most disproportional system is Singapore’s, which 

regularly turns electoral majorities into legislative supermajorities for the PAP. Finally, note the 

sharp reduction in the number of parties and the increase in disproportionality and the number of 

seats for the largest party in the wake of the Thai reforms. This is consistent with Reilly’s argument 
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that when states in Asia have attempted to engineer their party system it has almost without 

exception been in the direction of less partisan fragmentation and larger parties.22 

Table 3: Aggregative Tendencies in SEA 
 
 Electoral 

System2 
% of PR 

seats 
Effective 
Number 
of Parties 

Disproportionality % of Seats 
for largest 
party (last 
election) 

Cambodia 
1993 (1) 

Closed-list 
PR (LR) 

100 2.8 5.4 48.3 

Cambodia 
1998- (2) 

Closed-list 
PR (HA) 

100 3.2 7.3 59.3 
 

East Timor 
(2001) (1) 

MMM ~85 2.83 8.3 73.3 

East Timor 
(2007) (1) 

Closed-list 
PR (HA) 

100 5.4 3.4 32.3 

Indonesia 
1999 (1) 

Closed List 
PR (LR) 

100 5.1 1.9 32.9 

Indonesia 
2004 (1) 

Open List 
PR (LR) 

100 8.3 1.5 23.3 

Malaysia1 

1959-2004 (11) 
Plurality w/ 
SMD 

0 2.6 15.8 90.4 

Philippines 
1946-1969 (7) 

Plurality w/ 
SMD 

0 2.3 9.0 80.0 

Philippines 
1992-1998 (3) 

MMM ~20 3.6 10.4 50.5 

Singapore 
1976-2006 (9) 

Party Block 
Vote/SMD3 

0 1.2 20.8 97.6 

Thailand 1986-
1996 (5) 

Block Vote 0 7.2 2.7 31.8 

Thailand 2001-
2005 (2) 

MMM 20 3.1 11.1 75.4 

Note: Number of elections in parentheses. 1 BN is counted as a single party. 2 LR= Largest 
Remainder method; HA= Highest Average Method; MMM=Mixed-member majoritarian system; 
SMD=Single member districts; MMD=Multi-member districts. 3 Until 1988 Singapore used only 
SMDs.  
Sources: Author’s calculations. 
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3. PARTY SYSTEM INSTITUTIONALIZATION 
 

While the debate about articulative versus aggregative institutions continues in one part of 

the literature, another set of scholars has focused on another issue germane to new democracies: the 

degree of party institutionalization. The recent focus on institutionalization by certain scholars 

comes out of observations about the differences between the party systems that characterized first- 

and second-wave democracies and those that have emerged during the third wave of 

democratization. Sartori was one of the first to draw this distinction—categorizing countries as 

either having “consolidated” party systems, or no party “system” whatsoever.23 Other authors have 

built on this work and proposed various definitions of party system institutionalization. I focus here 

on two key components of party system institutionalization, as formulated by Mainwaring and 

Scully.24 These two components are common to many other authors’ definition of 

institutionalization.25 

1. The pattern of party competition. More institutionalized party systems exhibit 

stability in the patterns of party competition. 

 
2. Party-society links. More institutionalized party systems have parties with strong 

roots in society and voters with strong attachments to parties. “Most voters identify 

with a party and vote for it most of the time, and some interest associations are 

closely linked to parties.”26  

 

 Taken together, these two dimensions help us to assess where along the continuum of 

institutionalization a particular party system may fall. More specifically, fluid party systems exhibit 

instability in patterns of party competition. New political parties regularly enter the system, while 

existing parties exit. There is also a high degree of electoral volatility—the fortunes of individual 
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parties will vary greatly from election to election. Fluid systems also contain political parties with 

weak roots in society. Voters have few lasting attachments to particular parties and there are no 

enduring links between parties and interest groups. 

 Before discussing the degree of institutionalization in Southeast Asia’s party systems it is 

useful to consider how institutionalization might affect democratic efficiency and effectiveness. The 

predominant view in the literature is that under-institutionalized party systems are a hindrance 

democratic consolidation and good governance. To begin with, a lack of party system 

institutionalization can undermine the ability of the electorate to hold politicians individually and 

collectively accountable.27 Weak institutionalization undermines accountability in two ways. First, in 

order to hold politicians accountable, voters have to be able to identify who deserves blame (or 

credit) for particular outcomes.28 It is not enough that parties be identified with distinct ideological 

or policies positions. Instead, the real question is whether political parties have distinct collective 

identities. When parties are short-lived electoral alliances, when “personalism” trumps party label, 

when party switching is rampant, it is difficult for voters to identify whom to blame or credit for 

particular outcomes.  

 Weak institutionalization also undermines accountability by making it difficult to inflict 

electoral punishment in situations where blame can be assigned. The collective actor (the party) in 

weakly institutionalized party systems is ephemeral. If its electoral fortunes look bleak, it is likely to 

disappear and its constituent parts reconstituted in new or existing parties. Politicians and factions 

that are part of governments accused of corruption or incompetence are still able to return under a 

new party banner. Where incumbents develop local support networks tied to them as individuals 

rather than to the party they may be shielded from collective punishment.  

 Another reason a lack of party system institutionalization may be a concern is that where 

party institutionalization is low, the combination of disillusionment with the extant system and weak 
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party loyalties may provide opportunities for anti-system/anti-party politicians to rise to power.29 

Specifically, a high degree of party turnover, low barriers to entry, weak links between voters and 

political parties, and high levels of voter dissatisfaction in weakly institutionalized systems open the 

door for maverick politicians and/or radical parties. The rise of such political mavericks is certainly a 

familiar phenomenon in Southeast Asia, whether it is Thaksin in Thailand, SBY in Indonesia, or 

Marcos in the Philippines. In some cases, these politicians have been reformers with agendas in 

harmony (or at least not in direct conflict) with democratic norms and institutions. This seems to be 

the case with SBY in Indonesia, for example. In other cases, however, charismatic anti-party/anti-

establishment individuals have undermined democratic norms and institutions. Marcos and Thaksin 

in Southeast Asia along with President Alberto Fujimori in Peru and Vladamir Putin in Russia are 

examples.   

 In short, where the party system is weakly institutionalized, the fluidity of the party system 

offers opportunities for individuals from outside of the existing party system to win office and 

subsequently to centralize power. What is more, the underperformance of democratic government 

in weakly institutionalized party systems can generate a demand for “stronger” leadership.  

Where do the party systems of Southeast Asian states fall in terms of institutionalization? I 

will focus here on the two criteria discussed above—the stability of interparty competition and the 

extent to which parties are rooted in society. Stability and rootedness vary quite substantially across 

the region. I argue that Singapore and Malaysia appear to have the most institutionalized party 

systems, but both are at best semi-democracies, complicating the picture. The party systems of the 

“pure” democracies (the Philippines, Indonesia, and Thailand (pre-2006 coup)), all appear under-

institutionalized, though there is some evidence that Indonesia is slightly more institutionalized than 

its two neighbors. 
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Stability of Interparty Competition 
 

The most commonly used indicator of the stability or volatility of the party system from 

election to election is the measure of electoral volatility. Electoral volatility refers to the degree to 

which there is variation in aggregate party vote shares from one election to another. Where there is a 

stable pattern of inter-party competition, we expect to see the same sets of parties receiving 

consistent levels of support from election to election, reflected in a low volatility score (e.g., the 

Democrat and Republican parties in the United States). High levels of electoral volatility, on the 

other hand, reflect both instability in voters’ party preferences from election to election and elite- 

driven changes to the party system such as the creation of new parties, the death of existing parties, 

party switching, party mergers, and party splits.30  

 Electoral volatility is based on the net change in the vote shares of all parties from election 

to election. It is calculated by taking the sum of the net change in the percentage of votes gained or 

lost by each party from one election to the next, divided by two. (∑ |vit - vit+1|) / 2. A score of 100 

signifies that the set of parties winning votes is completely different from one election to the next. A 

score of 0 means the same parties receive exactly the same percentage of votes across two different 

elections. The higher the volatility score the less stable the party system is. 

 The electoral volatility scores for Southeast Asian countries are listed along side the volatility 

scores of several other democracies for comparative purposes in Table 3. Three things are 

particularly noteworthy. First, Malaysia and Singapore stand out as the two countries in the region 

with the most stable party systems—no surprise given that these are both one-party dominant states. 

The vote shares of the PAP and BN change very little from election to election, reflecting both a 

high degree of stable support among voters for these parties and also the less than level electoral 

playing field that exists in both countries. Second, compared to much of the rest of democratizing 
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Latin America and Asia, the party systems of Cambodia, Thailand, Indonesia, East Timor and the 

Philippines are just as fluid if not more so.  

 A third noteworthy fact evident in Table 4 is Indonesia’s volatility score relative to that of 

the Philippines and Thailand. It is interesting and somewhat ironic that Indonesia, one of the 

youngest democracy in the region and a country with very little experience with democratic 

elections, thus far has a less fluid party system than Thailand and the Philippines, each of which has 

a substantial history of relatively free and fair elections. Indonesia’s electoral volatility score of 25.2 

is 30 percent lower than the volatility score in Thailand and 32 percent lower than the Philippines’ 

score.  

Table 4: Lower Chamber Electoral Volatility 
 

Country Time Span Average Volatility 
United States 1944-2002 3.3 
United Kingdom 1945-2001 6.8 
Greece 1974-2000 10.4 
Malaysia 1974-2004 10.7 
Columbia 1958-2002 12.5 
Singapore 1968-2006 14.9 
Italy 1946-2001 15.1 
France 1951-2002 15.3 
Chile 1989-2001 16.7 
Brazil 1986-2002 21.8 
Mexico 1988-2000 22.7 
South Korea 1988-2000 24.6 
Cambodia 1993-2003 25.1 
Indonesia 1999-2004 25.2 
Argentina 1983-2001 25.1 
India 1951-1999 25.5 
Venezuela 1958-2001 31.4 
Thailand 1979-2005 36.1 
Philippines 1992-1998 37.3 
Poland 1991-2001 46.6 
East Timor 2001-2007 49.0 

        Sources: Author’s calculations; Mainwaring and Zoco 2007.  
 
 Some scholars argue that the development of regular patterns of party competition is mainly 

a function of time. Voters’ attachment to parties, information about the relative strength and 
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position of various political parties, and knowledge about institutional incentives take time to 

develop.31 Tavits, and Lupu and Stokes both find that volatility declines and party identities 

strengthen the more time spend under democracy.32 Likewise, Roussias, and Tavits and Annus find 

evidence for better strategic coordination by voters and candidates over time in new democracies.33 

By contrast, Mainwaring and Torcal, and Reich find no evidence for a decline in volatility and the 

number of parties over time.34  

Figure 1 compares changes in electoral volatility over time in six of the Southeast Asian 

cases. For countries that experienced a clear authoritarian interlude (the Philippines in 1972, 

Malaysia in 1969, and Thailand in 1991) I have broken the series into pre and post-authoritarian 

elections. Southeast Asia offers only mixed support for the argument that party system stability 

increases with a country’s democratic experience. In nearly every case there is a sharp drop in 

electoral volatility between the second and third elections—suggesting greater institutionalization of 

the party system. However, beyond the third election the story is more complex. In some cases 

volatility continues to falls (pre-martial law Philippines), in some it rises (early Malaysia), in some it 

seems to stabilize at a low level (Singapore and later Malaysia), and in others there is no discernable 

pattern (Thailand post 1991).  

Note too that longer authoritarian interludes, particularly those where the authoritarian 

regime tries to create a new party, seem more disruptive to the party system than shorter 

interventions. This is consistent with findings elsewhere in the party and transitions literature.35 

Under Marcos’ 14 year rule existing political parties were repressed and a new state-backed party 

created—the KBL. Since democratic elections returned to the Philippines in 1986 we have seen a 

much higher rate of electoral volatility than prior to martial law. By contrast, the shorter 

authoritarian interludes in Thailand and Malaysia caused less disruption to the existing party system. 

Thailand’s volatility rises modestly in the wake of the military’s year-long intervention, in part 
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reflecting the rise and quick demise of the military backed party—Samakkhi Tham. Malaysia’s party 

system exhibits more stability after the two-year Emergency period. This reflects the fact the core 

partners in Barisan Nasional were the same parties that came together to form the Alliance. It is also 

indicative of a political and electoral environment more heavily biased towards BN after the crisis. 

 
Figure 1: Change in Volatility over Time 

 

 
Sources: Author’s calculations. 

 
 
Party-Society Links 
 

The electoral volatility figures in the preceding section also communicate something about 

the degree to which political parties in these countries are “rooted” in society. Where parties have 

strong roots in society there tends to be a degree of stability to electoral competition. As Mainwaring 

and Torcal state: 
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If most citizens support the same party from one election to the next, there are fewer 

floating voters, hence less likelihood of massive electoral shifts that are reflected in 

high volatility. Conversely, where parties have weak roots in society, more voters are 

likely to shift electoral allegiances from one election to the next, thus bringing about 

greater potential for high electoral volatility.36 

 

On this basis the Singapore and Malaysia party systems would seem to have the strongest roots in 

society—although once again the lack of a level playing field complicates the picture. On the other 

hand, the relatively high volatility scores for Thailand and the Philippines reflect the weak links 

between political parties and societal actors in both countries. Indonesia and Cambodia fall 

somewhere in between these two extremes.  

 Another way to assess the strength of voter-party links is to look at voter attitudes and 

behavior toward parties. In Thailand, the Philippines and Indonesia voters continue to exhibit weak 

ties to existing political parties. There are several indicators of this. In Indonesia, a poll prior to the 

2004 DPR election revealed that 58 percent of respondents were unable or unwilling to commit to a 

particular party in the upcoming election.37 Even worse, In the Philippines less than a third of 

respondents reported being close to any political party, while in Thailand less than a quarter of those 

polled felt close to a particular party.38 In addition, many voters in all three countries support a 

different party each election, and, when given the opportunity, split their votes between different 

parties in the same election.39  

 Another indicator of party “rootedness” is the extent to which political parties are clearly 

associated with particular societal interests. Two questions are especially germane. To what extent do 

parties rely on different/distinct constituencies? Can we differentiate one party from another on the 

basis of its policy platform? By this score Malaysia has the most rooted party system—with 
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ethnically-based parties and a pan-ethnic ruling coalition that differs in important ways from 

opposition parties. Thailand and the Philippines lie at the other end of the spectrum, (with 

Singapore and Cambodia somewhere in between). In both Thailand and the Philippines, the ties 

between parties and identifiable societal interests have traditionally been very weak. Parties tend to 

be shallow alliances of locally-based and locally-focused politicians, rather than cohesive national 

political parties with distinct policy visions. In fact, what distinguishes these party systems is the 

enduring lack of national policy or ideological orientation.40 Party platforms are notable for their 

absence of distinctive ideological or national policy content. An extreme example occurred in the 

run-up to a recent election in the Philippines. Several different parties, including parties in both the 

government and opposition, ended up hiring the same group of consultants to write their party 

platforms. Because of the strong similarities across all of the platforms, the consultants adopted a 

simple rule to keep each distinct—use a different font for each.41 As this anecdote illustrates, the 

major differences among parties are not differences in whom they represent or over the direction of 

national policy. Consequently, elections are not battles among different ideologies or party programs 

but rather struggles among personalities for the control of government resources. 

 An interesting question is how to view the strength of party-society ties in Indonesia. There 

is some evidence that some Indonesian parties have stronger associations with particular regions and 

societal/religious interests than the typical Thai or Filipino party.42 For other parties, however, the 

pattern of support is less obvious or the parties are still too young to enable us to make confident 

inferences. Dwight King has argued that the 1999 elections largely reproduced the religious, class, 

and regional voting patterns that were observed in Indonesia’s 1955 election.43 However, Liddle and 

Mujani find voter’s attachment to local and national party leaders plays a much bigger part in 

shaping their decision than sociological variables.44 To the extent King is correct, Indonesia looks as 

though it may be further down the road of party “rootedness” than either Thailand or the 
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Philippines (though perhaps not much further). If, on the other hand, Liddle and Mujani are correct, 

Indonesia does not look much different than Thailand and the Philippines on this dimension. In all 

three cases, loyalty is primarily to an individual candidate rather than to a particular party, region, or 

social group. 

 
4. ENGINEERING PARTY SYSTEMS 

Thus far I have discussed two dimensions along which to place parties and party systems in 

developing democracies: first, the way in which the system addresses social and ethnic divisions 

(articulation v. aggregation), and second, the degree of party system institutionalization. When we 

are talking about the relative virtues of articulation or aggregation institutions we are necessarily in 

the realm of institutional engineering. Can institutions play a similar role in facilitating, or hindering, 

party system institutionalization? Party systems in new democracies clearly vary in terms of the level 

and pace of institutionalization. But how do we explain this variation? How do strong parties and 

institutionalized party systems develop (or not) in new democracies? 

These questions are behind an impressive amount of research about party formation, the 

development of party identity, and party institutionalization in new democracies across the globe.45 

Among the reasons cited in the literature for why strong parties might develop more or less quickly 

in new democracies are the behavior of the ancien regime,46 the number of democratic (or partially 

democratic) elections a country has experienced,47 the presence of ethnic divides,48 and the timing of 

elections vis-à-vis the expansion of suffrage and citizenship.49 The bulk of these studies confirm that 

the development of strong political parties and stable, effective party systems is often a long, slow 

process, if it occurs at all. But, what of political institutions and party regulation? Can they affect the 

speed or degree of institutionalization? Even if they play only a marginal role relative to other 

factors, the effects of institutional design on party system development are worth considering. 
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Especially given the fact that, as hard as institutional reform may be, it is inordinately easier than 

undoing history, changing social structures, or speeding up the passage of time. 

 Institutional design necessarily involves trade-offs between competing goals. Proportional 

institutions will tend to advantage articulation and stronger ties between political parties and voters.50  

At the same time there is a danger that articulation and rootedness might give way to recalcitrance 

and reification and that proportional institutions might produce hyper-inflated party systems, higher 

volatility, and government inefficacy. Aggregative or majoritarian institutions, on the other hand, 

may improve the chances for a small number of large, moderate and transcendent political parties, 

and by reducing fragmentation improve the chances for majority governments, but at the potential 

cost of poorer articulation and weaker links between parties and their constituents. 

 The countries in Southeast Asia have each dealt with these trade-offs in different ways but 

most have attempted to engineer and regulate the development of certain types of parties and party 

systems. In this section I draw on the previous discussion of articulation, aggregation, and 

institutionalization by breaking these engineering attempts into two categories—

rootedness/articulation, and accommodation/aggregation.  

 
Rootedness and Articulation 
 
  We see a variety of reforms across Southeast Asia aimed at increasing the representation for 

marginalized groups, strengthening the link between parties and the society/citizens they are 

supposed to represent, and increasing the value of party labels to voters and politicians. These 

include the adoption of mixed member systems, restrictions on party switching, and the elimination 

of intra-party competition.  

In 1997 Thai reformers adopted a two tier electoral system to replace the block vote system 

Thailand had used for several decades. Reformers hoped that the addition of a 100 seat national 
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party list tier, elected using proportional representation, would encourage parties to develop distinct 

policy platforms, invest in the creation and maintenance of a party label, and encourage voters to 

place party before person—all rarities in the pre-reform era. At the same time they replaced 

Thailand’s multi-member districts with 400 single-member districts and in so doing eliminated the 

intra-party competition that had in the past undermined party cohesion and the value of party label. 

The 1997 constitution also placed new restrictions on party switching—specifically, it banned the 

candidates from switching parties in the few months prior to an election, a common practice in pre-

reform Thailand. Again, the goal of these reforms was to encourage the creation of more cohesive 

parties and the development of party loyalty by voters and candidates and to some extent they were 

successful at doing this.51  

The first Asian democracy to adopt a mixed member system was the Philippines, which 

added a party list tier to its plurality electoral system after the fall of Marcos. As in Thailand 80 

percent of the seats are elected using single member districts on a plurality basis, while the remaining 

20 percent are chosen from national lists. Among the motivations for including a party list tier in the 

Philippines was a desire to give marginalized interests/groups such as women, youth, labor, farmers, 

and the poor, a greater voice and a seat at the policymaking table.52 However, the peculiarities 

associated with the Philippine mixed-member system (discussed in more detail below) have 

ultimately undermined its potential to facilitate greater representation and foster stronger links 

between political parties and marginalized citizens. 

Indonesia, Cambodia, and East Timor, the only Southeast Asian states that use pure 

proportional representation for their national legislative elections, have also attempted various 

reforms designed in part to better root political parties in the polity. In 2004 Indonesia reduced the 

geographic size of each district along with the number of seats elected from each district. This was 

part of an effort to bring parties closer to the masses.53 The adoption of more single seat districts in 
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Cambodia prior to the 1998 elections was also in part a response to demands for stronger links 

between political parties and local electorates.54 East Timor’s new party law attempts to reduce party 

switching between elections by requiring switchers to forfeit their seat in parliament (see Kadima’s 

chapter in this volume for a discussion of party switching regulations in Africa). 

 

Accommodation and Aggregation 
 
 The attempts to engineer better articulation and more rooted-parties have not occurred in 

isolation. Instead, they have often been packaged with other reforms specifically designed to 

promote cross-group accommodation and coordination and reduce the number of political parties in 

the political system.  One popular regulatory tool is the requirement that political parties meet 

certain organizational hurdles to be eligible for elections. In Thailand parties were required to have 

at least 5,000 members, distributed across all of the country’s regions. The Philippines similarly 

requires new parties to establish regional offices in a majority of the country’s regions and to gain 

support in more than half of the cities and provinces where their candidates run.55  

Party list tiers in mixed-member systems have also been designed to encourage the 

formation of large national parties and discourage small parties. In Thailand parties were required to 

submit a single national list and the list tier seats were elected using a single nationwide district. The 

list tier seats were then awarded with out reference to the number of seats already captured by the 

party in the district election. This arrangement significantly favored large parties that are able to 

organize and compete nation-wide. Both Thailand and the Philippines also bar parties that fall 

bellow a predetermined threshold (5 percent in Thailand, 2 percent in the Philippines) from winning 

seats in the list tier. (East Timor also employs a 3 percent threshold for its parliamentary elections.) 

 The country making the most concerted effort at party system engineering is Indonesia. The 

diversity of Indonesia’s population, the nature of its geography, and Indonesia’s failed experiment 
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with democracy in the 1950s, all combined to instill in Indonesia’s post-Suharto political reformers a 

keen desire to promote national parties over local, regional or separatist parties. Reformers tackled 

the challenge using a multi-faceted strategy. First, they installed strict rules on party formation, 

requiring that parties establish branches in one-third of Indonesia’s provinces, and in more than half 

of the districts and municipalities or districts within those provinces. This dramatically reduced the 

number of parties eligible to stand for the 1999 election. These rules were then strengthened in 

advance of the 2004 elections. Parties are now required to establish branches in two-thirds of the 

provinces, and in two thirds of the municipalities within the provinces. In addition, each municipal 

party branch must have at least 1,000 members. Only 24 parties were able to meet this requirement 

for the 2004 election and of those that were successful, most drew support from multiple regions—

just as reforms had hoped.56 Reformers have also established an electoral threshold—parties that fail 

to capture more than two percent of the seats in the lower house of parliament, or three percent in 

the regional assemblies, cannot compete in the next election unless they merge with other parties to 

reach this threshold. Finally, Indonesia’s effective ban on regional parties applies not just to national 

elections, but to regional and local contests as well. In other words, only national parties are allowed 

to compete in Indonesian elections—period. The net effect of these reforms is fewer, more national 

parties than we would otherwise expect given Indonesia’s social diversity and very permissive 

electoral system. 

Indonesia has also designed its system of electing its president in a way that privileges 

nationally-oriented candidates with broad bases of support. To begin with only parties that win at 

least five percent of the vote or three percent of parliamentary seats are permitted to nominate 

presidential candidates. The electoral system is a two round, majority run-off system. In order to win 

the first round a candidate must gain over 50 percent of the total votes and at least 20 percent of the 
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votes in half of Indonesia’s provinces. If no candidate wins in the first round a run-off is held 

between the two strongest candidates, this time without the explicit distributional requirements. 

 Finally, Singapore uses an interesting electoral system that combines a handful of single-

member districts with Group Representation Constituencies (GRCs), each with three to six seats. 

GRCs can only be contested by teams of candidates from the same party (or allied independents) 

and at least one member of each team must be from the Malay, Indian or another  minority 

community. Voters cast a single vote for a team and the team with a plurality of the votes wins all 

the seats in that GRC. The stated purpose behind the use of GRCs is to ensure the representation of 

minority communities under the umbrella of broader, pan-ethnic parties. However, the move to 

GRCs came in the wake of minor inroads by small parties and individuals in single-member districts 

during the 1980s. Thus, the switch to GRCs is more properly interpreted as a strategy to undermine 

the capacity of the opposition and ensure continued victory for the PAP. The combination of 

winner take all multi-seat districts with the minority candidate makes it extremely difficult for even 

very popular opponents to challenge the ruling PAP party. Individual opposition politicians, even if 

they win the most votes in the GRC, cannot win a seat unless they are able to assemble an entire 

team strong enough to challenge the PAP. Formation of opposition party teams is made more 

difficult by the fact that opposition parties in Singapore are often ethnically-based.  

 
5. CONCLUSION: THE UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF ENGINEERING 
 
 As useful a tool as institutional engineering and party regulation can be institutional reforms 

and regulations do not take place in a vacuum. These reforms will interact with each other and with 

societal and economic factors, often in unpredictable ways. As a result institutional reforms always 

have some unintended and unexpected consequences. It is possible to make some predictions and to 

have strong expectations about the effects of reforms, but there are always things reformers cannot 
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anticipate. The recent reform experiences of Thailand, Philippines and Indonesia each illustrate this 

principle. 

 Indonesia’s efforts to promote national political parties and reduce political fragmentation may 

have the unintended consequence of retarding the development of strong links between political 

parties and certain voters. Indonesia’s effective ban on regional parties for all elections, even local 

elections, may mean that a significant portion of the electorate—those with strong local or regional 

identities—are less likely to feel close to any political party, less likely to participate in elections, and 

perhaps ultimately less satisfied with Indonesia’s developing democracy.57 

Turning to the Philippines, the development of the party list elections have not proceeded in 

the way some advocates of marginalized interests had hoped. In setting up the party list tier the 

drafters of the 1987 constitution made two decisions that have undermined the efficacy of the 

institution.58 First, unlike most other mixed-member systems around the world the major parties in 

the Philippines were barred from competing for seats in the party list tier. This in effect meant that 

the major parties were immune from the incentives generated by the addition of a list tier. Second, 

the number of seats each party list group could capture was capped at three—thus reducing 

incentives to develop parties with national reach. These reforms have, in the end, produced some 

perverse side-effects. While the party list provision has probably resulted in more diverse interests 

being elected to Congress, it has also partially ghettoized those interests. Party list groups are too 

small to have a real voice in most policy debates, while mainstream political parties and politicians 

seem largely content to leave programmatic campaigning and the representation of marginalized 

interests to party list groups. The net effect of the party list in the Philippines is the further 

marginalization of the marginalized. 

 Finally, The drafters of the 1997 Thai constitution set out to correct some of the perceived 

weaknesses in the Thai party system. Specifically, they set out to reduce the number of parties and 
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promote the party cohesion and the development of national, programmatic parties. The move to 

single-member districts, the introduction of a national party list, and new incentives for cross-district 

coordination combined to drastically reduce the number of parties in the 2001 and 2005 elections.59 

The average effective number of parties in the pre-reform period was 7.2. This fell to 3.8 in 2001 

and 2.6 in 2006. For only the second time in Thai electoral history a single party (Thai Rak Thai) 

captured a majority of the legislative seats in 2001 and then repeated that feat in 2005. In addition, 

new restrictions on party switching, an end to intra-party competition, and new leverage for the 

prime minister over factions within his own party enabled the head of Thai Rak Thai, Thaksin 

Shinwatra, to keep his party together for the entire parliamentary term. In so doing he became the 

first, and thus far, only prime minister to ever serve an complete four-year term. The 1997 

constitution also increased the incentives and rewards for party-centered campaigns and 

programmatic appeals via the introduction of the national party list. In short, electoral reforms 

meant that a national programmatic appeal was a much more viable strategy than it had been under 

previous constitutions. Thaksin and his party improved their electoral fortunes by recognizing and 

capitalizing on these new opportunities.60  

 In short, the constitutional reforms played a part in the rise and success of Thaksin and Thai 

Rak Thai.61 With a firm legislative majority and unprecedented leverage over his factional and party 

competitors Thaksin moved quickly to centralized political authority and turn the government into 

an instrument of the ruling party—a sharp departure from past norms. There were costs and 

benefits to this change. On the one hand the government was much more decisive than its 

predecessors and was able to quickly adopt a series of policies aimed at poor and rural voters. On 

the other hand, Thaksin’s apparent use of government to enrich himself and his cronies undermined 

his support among some segments of the population, while his bid to centralize power eventually 

made enemies of the monarchy and military. Eventually Thaksin and his government were ousted in 
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a military coup in September of 2006. In the aftermath of the coup the new junta immediately set 

about to amend the constitution in an effort to reengineer the party system once again. While the 

details of the new constitution are still being debated it is clear that Thailand’s conservative forces 

are attempting to engineer out the excesses the perceived in the prior system. Specifically, the are 

trying to reduce the powers of the prime minister (e.g. by making it easier to switch parties, bring a 

no confidence motion to vote, and replacing the elected Senate with a partially appointed body), and 

discourage majority parties/encourage greater party fragmentation (e.g. by replacing the national 

party list with smaller regionally-based party lists). 

 In summary, the experience of Southeast Asia’s developing democracies suggest that party 

systems can indeed be engineered—whether the goal is producing democratic stability in the 

presence of societal divides, or accelerating the pace of party system institutionalization. Institutional 

reforms throughout the region have enabled countries to reduce political fragmentation, promote 

the development of national parties, and strengthen the links between political parties and the 

citizens they represent. But institutional engineering is no panacea. Whether conscious or not 

reforms embody decisions about various institutional trade-offs and this means that all reforms 

come at a cost.  Finally, the law of unintended consequences suggests that even the mildest of 

reforms should be undertaken with caution and due humility. 
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